
Scheibenbutler

The DSKE2-12V is a Vacuum Glas Lifter based 

on a two circle System. In case of a failure in one 

circle, the second circle will hold the glass safe in 

position.

Especially for the assembly of glas panels with 

different formats and weights the DSKE2 is 

offering helpfull flexibility to fit the sizes and 

weights of the panes by easy handling.

The basic unit consists of 4 suction cups. Two 

additional suction cups allow the system to be 

adapted as an extension for long narrow panes. 

The separate suction plates can also be arranged 

in a cross-shaped configuration for rectangular 

and square formats.
 
That reduces glass breakage risks significantly by 

increasing the stability for various formats. 

Overhead mounting will be also easily done, 

because the unit is manually tiltable up to 90°. 

The system is also rotatable by 360°. 

The scope of supply includes a carrier with 

casters for all compontens to safe space in stock.

The safe and easy way of glass handling: DSKE2.

Technical Data
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Service Stations: 

München | Leverkusen | Walsrode | Brandenburg | Emsbüren  

eMail: info@wienold-lifte.de
 

450 kg

max.

450 kg (with 6 Suction Cups)

300 kg (with 4 Suction Cups)

4 Suction Cups in a row

4 + 1, 4 + 2 in Line or Cross Shape

12V Pump incl. Charger Unit 

Absorb/Detach by Remote Control

360° manually

  90° manually

Charger Unit, Cable Remote Control, 

Carrier with Casters

approx. 60 kg (with 6 Suction Cups) 

Payload:

Frame:

Set up:

Operation:

Functions:

Rotate:

Tilting:

Incl.:

Weight:

 
WLU-P
SLK
GML
MFC

Fits to:
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